Ruleville Elementary Reading Project:

1. Students will create a reading project by utilizing one of the following:
   a. Powerpoint (3rd-5th)
   b. Google Slide (3rd-5th)
   c. Mobile (k-3rd) (Putting all the story elements on a hanger and taking a picture and posting on social media..#RCESReadingontheMOVE
   d. Book (Using regular notebook paper and taking a picture)
   e. Make a video

2. All reading projects can be e-mailed to:
   a. lmonroe@sunflower.k12.ms.us
   b. escott@sunflower.k12.ms.us
   c. cbrand@sunflower.k12.ms.us

3. Use a non-fiction book for your reading project

4. If you don’t have access to a book, use Youtube.com (for videos of authors/teachers reading a book) or Myon.COM

5. Story Elements for reading project: (Kinder may draw pictures)
   a. Title
   b. Author
   c. Publisher
   d. Publication Date
   e. Summary
   f. Main characters
   g. Setting
   h. Conflict (Problem)
   i. Solution
   j. Mood

   Have Fun and be creative! Projects are due April 10th